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Strain rate and oxidation effects on crack 
initiation at 600 and 650 °C in a nickel-based 
superalloy

M. Perrais1,2, A. Seror2, A. Burteau3, E. Andrieu1 and D. Poquillon1 

Nickel-based superalloys are sensitive to an oxidation-assisted intergranular crack (OAIC) growth 

mechanism. Crack initiation during slow strain rate tensile tests is investigated at 600 and 650 °C, at 

different strain rates, with or without oxidation on a direct-aged material. A V-shaped sample geometry 

is used to promote damage initiation for a specific stress triaxiality. The critical mechanical loading paths 

inducing intergranular crack initiation as well as the effect of oxidation are discussed.
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Introduction
Alloy 718 is a nickel-based superalloy used for a wide range 
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was initially proposed by Totsuka et al. 18 19 as it enabled

been used on nickel-based alloys17 20 for crack initiation stud-
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1  Typical microstructure of the alloy of this work. Optical 

microscopy etched using Kalling’s reagent

Table 1 Chemical composition of 718 alloy (weight %)

Ni Cr Fe Nb (+Ta) Mo Ti Al

50–55 17–21 Bal. 4.75–5.5 2.8–3.3 0.65–1.15 0.2–0.8

phase

PFZ

2  TEM observation of DA 718 grain boundary with thin 
 phase on the GB and a precipitate-free zone (PFZ)

nearby the grain boundary
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Results

Finite element simulations
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corresponded to a reference strain rate of 10  s

10  and 10  s .

SEM observations of crack initiations

3 Sketch of V-shaped specimens

Crack initiated on a carbide 

4a  SEM observations examples of crack initiation on 

carbide. The tensile stress direction is indicated by the 

white arrow

Intergranular crack 

4b  SEM observations examples of intergranular crack 

initiation. The tensile stress direction is indicated by 

the white arrow
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5  Comparison between experimental data and FE results for force / displacement curves obtained during the opening of 

the V at 650 °C. Tests carried out at in imposed displacement rate of 0.2 μm/s (res. 20 μm/s) corresponds to a reference 

strain rate of 10−6s−1 (res. 10−4s−1)

6  Comparison between of cumulative strain fields between 

DIC results. (a) Experimental results at 600 °C, after 5 mm 

elongation at in imposed displacement rate of 0.2 μm/s. 

The sample thickness is 1 mm. (b) FE simulations results 

in the centre of the intrados of the V, at 600 and 650 °C, 

after 5 mm elongation at in imposed displacement rate 

of 0.2 μm/s



7  Diagram showing the results obtained for crack initiations on carbides or carbonitrides. Metallographic analysis of the 

material showed an average of 134 particles (carbides or carbonitrides) per mm2 with very large heterogeneities

8  Diagram showing the results obtained for intergranular crack initiations as a function of the strain rate in the centre of 

the area where SEM observations were performed

9  Diagram showing the results obtained for intergranular crack initiations for the slowest reference strain rate (10−6s−1 

corresponding to an imposed displacement rate of 0.2 μm/s). Results are plotted as a function of the maximum cumulative 

strain in the center of the area where SEM observations were performed
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Crack initiation due to carbide or carbonitride is widely rep
8 9 especially for fatigue tests on DA 718 alloys. Strain
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10  Diagram showing the results obtained for intergranular crack initiations for a 5 mm elongation (corresponding to 7% 

of cumulative strain in the centre of the V), for the slowest reference strain rate (10−6s−1 corresponding to an imposed 

displacement rate of 0.2 μm/s). Results are plotted as a function of experimental conditions. Tests are performed under 

air or vacuum, with or without 8 h of pre-oxidation at the test temperature
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